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$ $ —Jesus$Christ$to$his$disciples$(Matthew$26:11)$" Alston’s"assertions"challenge"the"way"many"of"us"have"been"taught"in"our"families,"churches,"and"schools"to"think"about"poverty,"the"Bible,"and"Jesus"Christ."Most"of"us"did"not"grow"up"learning"that"poverty"is"a"major"focus"of"the"Bible"and"came"to"believe"that"the"separation"of"church"and"state"means"that"there"is"nothing"political"about"the"Bible."The"biblical"question"of"poverty"is"too"often"cloistered"in"the"walls"of"the"academy"as"New"Testament"scholars"debate"the"socioEeconomic"position"of"Jesus"and"the"early"Christians,"the"validity"of"the"assertion"that"Jesus"was"“poor"and"dispossessed”2"and"the"role"of"the"reign"of"the"Roman"Empire"on"Jesus"of"



















































                                                17"James"C."Scott,"Domination$and$the$Arts$of$Resistance:$Hidden$Transcripts"(New"Haven,"Conn:"Yale"University"Press,"1990),"xi."
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the"oppressed"is"historically"possible"and"interpretations"of"biblical"texts"that"presume"this"are"potentially"valid.18"" The"social"location"of"contemporary"poor"people"who"are"engaged"in"the"work"of"social"transformation"helps"these"Poverty"Scholars"participating"in"the"Leadership"School"Bible"study"understand"and"draw"meaning"from"the"words"and"actions"in"the"Gospel"of"Matthew."This"Bible"study"also"shows"that"diverse"people"can"interpret"together"across"their"differences"of"experience,"racial"and"gender"composition,"formal"education"levels,"and"theological"persuasions."We"started"our"session"together"by"reading"the"passage"aloud"in"an"effort"to"bring"attention,"reflection"and"meditation"to"the"text."With"heads"bowed"and"minds"turned"to"the"Bible,"one"volunteer"read"Matt"26:1E13:""When"Jesus"had"finished"saying"all"these"things,"he"said"to"his"disciples,(“As"you"know,"the"Passover"is"two"days"away—and"the"Son"of"Man"will"be"handed"over"to"be"crucified.”"Then"the"chief"priests"and"the"elders"of"the"people"assembled"in"the"palace"of"the"high"priest,"whose"name"was"Caiaphas,"and"they"schemed"to"arrest"Jesus"secretly"and"kill"him.(“But"not"during"the"festival,”"they"said,"“or"there"may"be"a"riot"among"the"people.”"While"Jesus"was"in"Bethany"in"the"home"of"Simon"the"Leper,"a"woman"came"to"him"with"an"alabaster"jar"of"very"expensive"perfume,"which"she"poured"on"his"head"as"he"was"reclining"at"the"table."When"the"disciples"saw"this,"they"were"indignant."“Why"this"waste?”"they"asked."“This"perfume"could"have"been"sold"at"a"high"price"and"the"money"given"to"the"poor.”"Aware"of"this,"Jesus"said"to"them,"“Why"are"you"bothering"this"woman?"She"has"done"a"beautiful"thing"to"me."The"poor"you"will"always"have"with"you,"but"you"will"not"always"have"me."When"she"poured"this"perfume"on"my"body,"she"did"it"to"prepare"me"for"burial."Truly"I"tell"you,"wherever"this"gospel"is"preached"throughout"the"world,"what"she"has"done"will"also"be"told,"in"memory"of"her.”19"


















































































































































































































                                                10#“How#can#poverty#can#be#eradicated?”#n.p.#[cited#29#October#2013].#Online:#http://wiki.answers.com/Q/How_can_poverty_can_be_eradicated.#
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day—support#the#capitalist#underpinnings#of#our#society,#we#could#skip#the#taxes#and#still#consider#it#a#job#well#done.11###In#this#quotation,#the#author#critiques#generosity,#admits#that#he#contradicts#the#Golden#Rule,#and#blames#poor#people#for#their#poverty,#asserting#that#capitalism#is#the#final#act#of#civilizing#ourselves.#Such#a#defense#of#capitalism—as#the#best#Christian#response#to#poverty—is#touted#by#many#in#our#society.12##Rabbi#Aryeh#Spero,#another#booster#for#capitalism#quoted#in#footnote#12,#asserts#that#personal#responsibility#and#selfNsufficiency#are#the#most#widely#described#themes#of#the#Bible.13#To#back#these#claims#up,#while#acknowledging#that#poverty#may#have#been#severe#during#Jesus’s#time,#defenders#of#capitalism#argue#that#there#was#no#capitalism#in#the#ancient#world#to#pull#the#worthy#out#of#poverty.#


























































                                                26#These#anecdotes#come#from#my#personal#experiences#organizing#amongst#the#poor#for#the#past#twenty#years.#27#Elizabeth#Ford,#“Matthew#26:6N13,”#Int#59.4#(2005).#
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While#Ford’s#association#of#Jesus#and#the#poor#is#significant,#she#still#individualizes#the#poverty#of#the#unnamed#poor#and#Jesus’s#poverty#and#suffering#and#pits#Jesus’s#needs#against#the#work#against#poverty.#Renowned#biblical#scholar,#Ulrich#Luz,#explains#that#putting#concern#for#Jesus#over#concern#for#the#poor#has#been#a#central#interpretation#throughout#the#ages;#he#writes#that#Theophylactus28#asserted#that#Jesus#deserved#better#than#the#poor#and#that#Calvin#suggested#that#with#the#approach#of#Jesus’s#death,#concern#for#Jesus#should#take#precedence.29#Biblical#scholar,#Craig#Evans,#insists#that#the#poor#are#still#a#concern#for#Jesus#and#his#followers:#“Jesus#is#not#indifferent#to#the#needs#of#the#poor—the#disciples#will#have#many#opportunities#to#care#for#them—but#they#will#not#always#have#the#opportunity#to#minister#to#Jesus.”30#And#Evangelical#New#Testament#scholar,#Grant#Osborne#writes,#“The#disciples#were#thinking#of#the#external#ministry#of#their#apostolic#band#rather#than#the#internal#reality#of#Jesus#as#he#faced#destiny.#.#.#for#her#thoughts#were#on#Jesus#while#the#disciples’#minds#were#on#others.#Hers#was#an#act#of#love#or#piety#rather#than#an#act#of#almsgiving.”31##Each#of#these#interpreters#separates#Jesus#and#the#poor.#Osborne#goes#so#far#as#to#separate#love#and#piety#from#care#for#the#poor#as#well.# New#Testament#scholar#Gail#O’Day#insists#that#Jesus’s#reaction#to#the#disciples#is#about#connecting#the#extravagance#of#the#woman#in#caring#for#him#with#a#duty#to#care#for#the#poor:##





                                                
32 Gail#O'Day#"John"#in#Women's(Bible(Commentary#(ed.#Carol#A.#Newsom#and#Sharon#H.#Ringe;#Louisville,#Ky.:#Westminster#John#Knox,#1998),#387N388. 
33 Amy-Jill Levine,#“Matthew”#in#Women's(Bible(Commentary#(eds.#Carol#A.#Newsom#and#Sharon#H.#Ringe;#Louisville,#Ky:#Westminster#John#Knox,#1998),#349. 
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Like#the#other#evangelists,#Matthew#emphasizes#the#costliness#of#the#ointment.#The#economic#notice#is#consistent#with#the#identification#of#Joseph#of#Arimathea#as#a#“rich#man”#([Matt]#27:57)#and#the#beatitude#about#the#“poor#in#spirit”#([Matt]#5:3)#rather#than#simply#the#poor#(cf.#Luke#6:20b).#The#rich#are#welcome#in#the#church,#as#long#as#their#money#is#appropriately#used#(i.e.#in#service#to#others).34###In#this#commentary,#Levine#sets#up#an#us/them#dichotomy.#She#asserts#that#money#is#the#solution#to#poverty#at#the#same#time#as#reducing#the#agency#of#the#poor#and#Jesus’s#association#with#the#poor.#She#minimizes#any#structural#critique#of#wealth#or#any#special#attention#given#to#a#relationship#between#the#creation#of#poverty#and#the#production#of#wealth.#Levine,#however,#is#not#alone#is#her#interpretation#that#this#passage#foregrounds#the#responsible#use#of#wealth#and#the#instruction#of#believers#to#give#to#the#poor.#Many#scholars#argue#the#message#from#Matt#26#and#its#parallels,#especially#the#connection#of#Deut#15:11#and#Matt#26:11,#is#to#inspire#Jesus’s#followers#to#give#amply#to#those#in#need.35#Ordained#minister#and#antiNpoverty#activist,#Noelle#Damico,#writes#about#this#passage,##‘You#always#have#the#poor#with#you’#is#not#meant#to#be#an#excuse#for#doing#nothing#to#address#the#needs#of#the#poor.#On#the#contrary,#the#fact#that#the#world#will#continue#to#create#structures#that#demean,#defraud,#and#destroy#those#who#are#most#vulnerable,#means#that#we#who#are#people#of#God#must#defy#the#complacency#of#the#rich,#the#healthy,#and#the#socially#secure#and#open#our#hands.36#













                                                39#Bruce#Malina#and#Richard#Rohrbaugh,#SocialGScience(Commentary(on(the(Gospel(of(John#(Minneapolis,#Minn.:#Fortress#Press,#1998),#206.#40#Luz,#Matthew(21G28,#337. 
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moralizing#(we#must#help#the#poor#because#they#cannot#help#themselves)#about#Jesus#and#the#poor.#
Theological*Obstacles*and*“The*Poor*Are*With*You*Always”*Given#the#ways#this#passage#conditions#popular#and#scholarly#ideas#about#poverty,#I#have#identified#five#main#biblical#obstacles,#from#Matt#26#and#the#New#Testament#in#general,#that#contribute#to#naturalizing#poverty#and#marginalizing#the#poor:#1.#Poverty#was#not#an#issue#in#Jesus’s#time;#2.#Jesus#believed#in#the#inevitability#of#poverty;#3.#Poverty#is#an#individual#and#not#a#social#problem;#4.#Poverty#is#a#result#of#individual#sin#not#structural#sin;#and#5.#Jesus#is#concerned#with#spiritual#poverty#and#other#spiritual#matters#rather#than#material#poverty#and#problems.#To#break#these#down#further:#1. SocioNhistorical:#Poverty#was#not#an#issue#in#Jesus’s#time.#a. There#was#no#significant#poverty#among#Jesus#or#his#followers;##b. Jesus#was#not#primarily#concerned#with#poverty#issues,#nor#did#or#does#make#major#prophetic#statements#about#poverty#and#injustice#in#his#own#words,#compared#to#the#Hebrew#prophets;##c. The#Roman#Empire#improved#the#lives#of#the#vast#majority#during#Jesus’s#time#including#the#poor.#The#Pax(Romana#spread#peace,#infrastructure,#and#order,#building#roads#and#sewage#systems,#sponsoring#banquets,#and#handing#out#the#dole#to#the#poor.#These#program#did#more#to#lift#up#the#poor#than#ever#before#in#history;##d. Since#Jesus’s#statement#was#made#during#a#plentiful#supper#and#the#unnamed#woman#shows#up#out#of#nowhere#with#ointment#that#costs#a#
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year’s#salary,#clearly#Jesus#and#his#followers#were#not#struggling#economically.#2. TextNbased:#Jesus#understood#poverty#to#be#inevitable.##a. Poverty#will#never#end#and#it#is#an#affront#to#God#to#contradict#the#words#of#Jesus;##b. Just#like#Jesus#could#not#prevent#his#death,#poverty#cannot#be#prevented;##c. If#Jesus#wanted#to#end#poverty,#he#would#have#done#so.#The#agency#in#ending#poverty#is#only#God’s;#d. #God#blesses#some#people#with#prosperity;#therefore#the#rich#should#be#generous#with#their#wealth,#but#not#challenge#the#polarization#of#wealth#and#poverty;#e. Jesus#does#not#present#an#earthly#alternative#to#poverty#in#his#message#or#ministry;##f. While#justice#for#the#poor#is#a#main#theme#throughout#the#Bible,#the#fact#that#Jesus#says#that#“the#poor#will#be#with#you#always”#in#Matt#26:11#is#the#key#text#for#interpreting#his#other#teachings#on#poverty.#3. Sociological:#Poverty#is#shown#as#an#individual#problem#not#a#social#problem.##a. The#stories#about#poverty#and#healings#in#the#Bible#are#about#individuals#not#social#groups;#these#people#move#up#and#out#of#poverty#individually#at#the#same#time#as#others#fall#into#poverty;##b. The#Bible#is#intended#for#individual#reflection#and#practice,#to#treat#it#socially#and#sociologically#is#to#miss#the#gift#of#it;##
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c. In#Jesus’s#anointing,#Judas#is#the#one#who#brings#up#poverty#(or#one#of#the#disciples)#and#says#that#the#money#spent#on#the#ointment#could#have#helped#a#number#of#poor#individuals;##d. Jesus#is#executed#alongside#petty#criminals#and#robbers#(27:38)#where#he#clearly#does#not#belong;##e. Jesus#is#about#helping#out#individuals#in#need,#not#coming#up#with#a#larger#social#program;#f. The#reference#to#Deut#15:11#in#Matt#26:11#means#that#because#people#are#disobedient#to#God’s#commandments,#individuals#are#implored#to#give#to#the#poor#even#in#the#face#of#sustained#poverty;#giving#money#is#the#way#to#address#poverty#and#therefore#those#with#money/wealth#are#the#ones#with#a#solution#to#poverty.#4. Theological:#Poverty#is#a#result#of#individual#sin#not#structural#sin.#a. Poverty#occurs#because#of#individual#failure#and#sin;#b. If#anyone#is#poor,#they#lack#sufficient#faith;#c. Personal#piety#and#faith#is#the#desire#and#aim#of#Jesus#(and#his#ministry),#not#systemic#analysis#or#solutions;#d. When#Jesus#announces#in#26:11N12#that#he#will#die#soon,#it#is#the#result#of#the#individual#betrayal#of#Judas#(26:14N16)#and#the#complicity#of#the#Temple#elites#(26:57N67).#These#are#individual#behaviors#and#actions#and#not#something#plotted#and#planned#to#benefit#the#status#quo.##
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5. Theological:#Jesus’s#central#concern#is#spiritual#poverty#more#than#material#poverty#and#problems.##a. The#Kingdom#of#God#is#understood#as#something#otherworldly#and#teachings#in#the#Bible,#including#the#Lord’s#Prayer,#are#seen#as#metaphysical#and#ephemeral#rather#than#concerned#with#survival#and#materiality.#That#is#why#there#are#statements#about#not#to#worry#about#what#you#will#eat#or#wear41#and#admonitions#that#humans#should#not#live#by#bread#alone; 42#b. We#can#only#end#poverty#in#Heaven#and#at#the#end#of#time;#c. The#role#of#Christians#is#to#evangelize#people.#While#meeting#material#needs#might#be#necessary#for#followers#of#Jesus#to#assist#people#in#finding#God,#it#is#secondary#to#the#real#mission#of#the#church,#which#is#to#save#souls;#d. In#Matt#26,#Jesus#is#impatient#with#the#disciples#talking#about#material#things#like#ointment#and#helping#the#poor#and#reorients#the#conversation.#Jesus#is#going#to#leave#and#go#to#Heaven,#and#that#the#disciples#should#be#focused#on#preparing#spiritually#for#his#death.#
Conclusion*As#we#have#explored#in#this#chapter,#biblical#teachings#on#poverty#have#a#significant#and#often#damaging#impact#on#public#debates#in#our#day.#Because#of#the#importance#and#weight#placed#on#the#Bible,#Jesus,#and#the#Church#in#contemporary#






















































hope%that%it%would%trickle%down%from%there.%He%lived%amongst%the%poor%and%he%chased%the%money%changers%out%of%the%Temple.%Christianity%began%as%a%religion%of%the%poor.%So%I%ask%myself%why%are%the%poor%treated%differently%today? 10 %Ms.%Mdlalose’s%piece%about%the%role%of%God,%the%Bible,%and%the%poor%in%struggle%has%been%influential%to%poor%people%organizing%in%the%United%States%and%used%in%“Reading%the%Bible%with%the%Poor”%sessions%of%the%Poverty%Initiative%at%Union%Theological%Seminary.%This%statement%posits%the%inherent%dignity%of%all%human%beings%and%that%“God%is%always%on%the%side%of%the%poor.”%It%challenges%the%morality%of%inequality%and%questions%any%government%that%does%not%respect%every%person.%Mdlalose%claims%biblical%stories%as%her%own.%%% Another%key%influence%on%“Reading%the%Bible%with%the%Poor”%from%South%Africa%is%the%statement%by%Anglican%Bishop%Rubin%Phillips%against%the%repression%of%Abahlali%baseMjondolo:11%In%the%main,%the%repression%of%the%struggles%of%the%poor%has%been%met%with%silence%and%indifference%.%.%.%We%must%repent.%We%must%commit%ourselves%to%taking%a%stand%with%the%poor.%We%must%commit%ourselves%to%insisting%that%democracy%is%for%everyone.%Campaigns%in%defense%of%democracy%that%do%not%take%the%ongoing%repression%of%grassroots%activists%seriously%are%deeply%flawed.%I%wish%to%be%clear%that%taking%a%stand%with%the%poor%is%not%a%question%of%easy%sloganeering%and%empty%rhetoric%.%.%.%It%is%not%a%question%of%bussing%poor%people%in%to%NGO%meetings%where%they%are%exhibits%rather%than%full%and%equal%participants.%It%is%not%a%question%of%experts%speaking%for%the%poor.%Taking%a%stand%with%the%poor%is%a%matter%of%walking%the%path%of%suffering%and%struggle%with%the%poor.%It%requires%a%presence%within%the%struggles%of%the%poor.%12%











































































































( Historically,%successful%social%movements%have%been%led%by%those%most%affected%by%the%problems%they%are%working%to%resolve.%Slaves%and%exKslaves%led%the%antiKslavery%movement;%people%of%color%led%the%Civil%Rights%Movement;%women%led%the%women’s%suffrage%movement.46%In%their%own%time,%those%very%people%struggled%for%recognition%that%the%problem%they%were%facing%was%immoral,%that%their%struggle%was%legitimate,%and%that%they%were%fit%to%lead%it. 47%Yet%today,%we%recognize%the%moral%evil%of%slavery,%and%the%right—and%necessity—of%slaves%and%exKslaves%to%lead%the%struggle%to%end%it.%%%% Given%the%images%of%the%poor%as%lazy,%crazy,%addicted,%ineffective,%violent,%or%pathetic%that%dominate%in%U.S.%culture,%the%concept%of%the%leadership%of%the%poor%seems%remote.48%Everyone%but%the%poor%is%looked%to%for%solutions%to%end%poverty,%whether%it%is%social%workers,%church%members,%lawyers,%or%legislators.%But%as%Frederick%Douglass%had%to%argue%to%others%in%the%Abolitionist%Movement:%the%leadership%and%unity%of%the%slaves%was%the%first%step%in%ending%slavery.%He%insisted%on%the%moral,%political,%and%epistemological%agency%of%enslaved%people.49%Within%the%





















































































































































                                                                                                                                            of%biblical%studies%in%relation%to%the%organizing%poor.%Richard%Horsley%is%a%coKconvener%of%the%“Poverty%in%the%Biblical%World”%program%unit%of%the%Society%of%Biblical%Literature.%80%John%Dominic%Crossan,%Jesus:%A%Revolutionary%Biography%(San%Francisco:%HarperOne,%2009),%25.% 81%The%“culture%of%poverty”%position%that%originated%with%Oscar%Lewis%(1966,%1975,%1986)%and%was%later%championed%by%the%political%right%asserts%that%the%causes%of%poverty%as%not%structural%but%reside%in%the%“autonomous%subculture%[that]%exists%among%the%poor,%one%that%is%selfKperpetuating%and%selfKdefeating”%(Eleanor%Leacock,%The%Culture%of%Poverty:%A%Critique%[New%York:%Touchstone,%1971],%11).%For%more%see:%Oscar%Lewis,%“The%Culture%of%Poverty,”%Scientific%American%215,%No.%4(1966):%3K9;%Oscar%Lewis,%Five%Families:%Mexican%Case%Studies%in%the%Culture%of%Poverty%(San%Francisco:%HarperCollins%Publishers,%1975);%and%Oscar%Lewis,%La%Vida:%A%Puerto%Rican%Family%in%the%Culture%of%













































































































































































































































































































                                                














































































































































































































                                                15$ $Lepers$and$women$are$brought$together$in$three$miracle$stories$of$Jesus$in$Matt$8:1915$where$Jesus$heals$a$man$with$leprosy,$a$slave$of$a$Centurion,$and$Peter’s$mother.$These$healings$and$other$ministry$among$the$poor$and$marginalized$are$connected$to$Jesus’s$anointing$in$this$scene$in$part$because$of$the$role$of$Simon$the$leper$and$the$unnamed$woman.$
16  Crossan$interprets$Jesus’s$healings$and$even$the$resurrection$of$Lazarus$to$apply$to$many$in$Galilee,$beyond$just$the$example$of$the$healed$leper$or$Lazarus$himself:$The$case$of$the$Galilean$leper$shows$us$how$an$action$performed$on$one$single$body$reaches$out$to$become$an$action$performed$on$society$at$large$.$.$.$For$John’s$gospel,$the$process$of$general$resurrection$is$incarnated$in$the$event$of$Lazarus’s$resuscitation.$That$is$one$such$movement$from$process$to$event.$But$I$can$imagine$peasants$all$over$Lower$Galilee$who$would$have$said$with$equal$intensity$that$Jesus$brought$life$out$of$death$and$would$not$have$been$thinking$of$the$heavenly$future$but$the$earthly$present$(Crossan,$The&Historical&Jesus,$94995).$ 17$ $This$open$commensality$and$in9breaking$of$the$Kingdom$of$God$through$welcoming$and$eating$with$the$poor,$diseased,$and$outcast$is$a$both$theological$and$political$in$nature.$It$connects$to$Kupp’s$assertion$of$the$presence$of$Jesus$throughout$the$Gospel$of$Matthew:$$What$Matthew$emphasizes,$in$his$disciples’$practice$of$dikaiosune,$is$justice$which$is$both$social$and$economic…The$poor$in$Matthew$are$part$of$that$group$of$marginalized$people$which$includes$oi&mikroi&and$oi&elachristoi&,$an$underclass$which$also$ring$in$the$probate,$
paidia,$tekna,$Gentiles,$women$and$diseased$untouchables.$With$these$Jesus$delights$to$identify$himself$and$he$promises$to$them$the$favour$of$divine$blessing$and$Kingdom$priority$(David$Kupp,$Matthew’s&Emmanuel:&Divine&Presence&and&God’s&People&in&the&First&Gospel$[Cambridge$University$Press,$1996],$2309231).$














                                                
23$$ There$are$scholarly$debates$about$the$meaning$of$“messiah.”$In$19th$and$20th$century,$there$was$a$messianic$idea,$propagated$by$the$likes$of$Emil$Schuerer$and$Joseph$Klausner$that$included$a$cluster$of$attributes$pertinent$to$the$messiah$which,$according$to$Klausner,$were,$“the$signs$of$the$Messiah,$the$ingathering$of$the$exiles,$the$reception$of$proselytes,$the$war$with$Gog$and$Magog,$the$Days$of$the$Messiah,$the$renovation$of$the$world,$the$Day$of$Judgment,$the$resurrection$of$the$dead,$the$World$to$Come”$(Klausner,$The&Messianic&Idea&in&Israel$[trans.$W$F$Stinespring;$New$York:$MacMillan,$1955]$385).$What$the$“minimalist$school”$including$Van$der$Woude,$Smith,$de$Jonge,$Neusner,$Charlesworth$countered$with$is$not$that$messianic$language$does$not$have$meaning,$but$it$does$not$manifest$in$a$reified$messianic$idea,$where$you$have$one$messiah$or$a$series$of$messiahs$who$are$to$reign$in$a$new$era;$see$Matthew$Novenson,$Christ&among&the&Messiahs:&Christ&Language&in&
Paul&and&Messiah&Language&in&Ancient&Judaism$(New$York:$Oxford$University$Press,$2012),$34940.$

















                                                31$$ Burton$Mack,$“Why$Christos?$The$Social$Reasons”$in$Redescribing&Christian&Origins&(Cameron$and$Miller,$eds;$(Society$of$Biblical$Literature$Symposium$Series;$Christopher$Matthews,$ed.;$Leiden:$Brill,$2004),&4519453.$
32  It$is$questionable$how$connected$to$justice9making$and$popular$movements$the$“anointed$of$Yahweh”$were.$Hanson$and$Horsley$write$that$although$they$originated$from$popular$traditions$of$kingship,$those$in$power$in$ancient$Israelite$society$coopted$the$concept$and$connected$it$to$the$Davidic$king:$In$sharp$contrast$to$popular$kingship,$there$emerged$an$official$royal$ideology,$probably$during$the$regimes$of$David$and$Solomon.$The$understanding$of$the$king$as$‘the$anointed$of$Yahweh”$in$all$likelihood$originated$in$popular$traditions$of$kingship.$However,$in$the$royal$psalms,$liturgical$expressions$of$the$official$royal$ideology,$‘the$anointed$of$Yahweh”$became$identical$with$the$Davidic$king.$(Horsley$and$Hanson,$Bandits,&Prophets,&Messiahs,$96997.) 





                                                34$$ Richard$Horsley$asserts$numerous$messiahs$arose$to$this$challenge:$“Although$Judean$ruling$and$literate$circles$had$no$interest$in$the$messiah,$it$was$clear$from$the$accounts$of$the$Judean$historian$Josephus$and$other$sources$that$the$Judean$and$Galilean$peasants$produced$several$concrete$movements$led$by$a$popularly$acclaimed$king$or$prophet.$These$concrete$movements$that$assumed$social$forms$distinctive$to$Israelite$tradition,$moreover,$proved$to$be$the$driving$forces$of$Judean$history$during$the$crises$of$late$second9temple$times”$(Horsley$and$Hanson,$Bandits,&Prophets,&
Messiahs,$xiii).$























39  Cameron$and$Miller,$Redescribing&Christian&Origins,&321. 







                                                

































































































                                                

















































































                                                106$ $There$are$four$types$of$hypocrites$in$Matthew:$those$who$do$actions$to$be$glorified$by$others$rather$than$to$glorify$God$(Jesus$states$that$they$get$their$reward$here$but$there$will$be$no$reward$for$them$in$Heaven/from$God);$people$whose$inward$appearance$of$righteousness$are$opposite$of$their$outward$appearance$(they$have$anger$and$lust$and$could$therefore$murder$or$commit$adultery);$people$who$act$morally$in$some$situations$but$not$others$(and$suggests$that$people$should$not$take$an$oath$but$what$is$true$in$one$situation$may$differ);$and,$lastly$those$who$behave$one$way$with$God$and$another$way$with$others$(for$instance$loving$God$but$not$your$neighbor).$See$David$Rhoads,$“The$Gospel$of$Matthew.$The$Two$Ways:$Hypocrisy$or$Righteousness”,$










































                                                                                                                                            Deuteronomy$also$prove$God’s$sovereignty$and$shows$that$the$land$is$God’s.$Third,$the$law$stresses$community.$See$Brad$Pruitt,$“The$Sabbatical$year$of$Release:$the$Social$Location$and$Practice$of$Shemittah$in$Deuteronomy$15:1G18”$Restoration'Quarterly$52.2$(2010):$81G92.$About$shemittah,$Mark$Hamilton$writes,$“Sabbatical$Year$is$a$practice$by$which$the$compilers$of$the$Deuteronomic$and$Holiness$Codes$sought$to$regulate$slavery$and$agricultural$management$practices$for$the$benefit$of$the$poor$and$the$encouragement$of$piety”$(Mark$Hamilton,$“Sabbatical$Year”$in$The'New'Interpreter’s'
Dictionary'of'the'Bible:'SOZ$[Nashville:$Abingdon$Press,$2009],$11).$What$begins$as$a$system$of$land$fallowing$and$freeing$slaves$became$a$system$to$achieve$total$justice$for$Israel.$It$was$about$the$elimination$of$injustice$through$the$manipulation$and$ordering$of$common$practices.$It$was$the$connection$of$economic$practice$and$piety/worship$that$was$central$to$Deuteronomy$and$the$entire$Hebrew$Scriptures.$Rainer$Albertz$describes$the$shemittah$as,$“the$deepest$intervention$in$credit$.$.$.$in$which$all$creditors$renounced$all$their$demands$on$their$debtors,$i.e.$both$paying$back$the$money$owed$and$also$renouncing$their$right$to$seize$property$(pledges)$and$the$person$of$the$debtor$(slavery$for$debt)”$(Rainer$lbertz,$From'the'Beginnings'to'the'End'of'the'Monarchy$[vol.$1$of$A'History'
of'Israelite'Religion'in'the'Old'Testament'Period,'ed.$R.$Ibertz;$Louisville:$Westminster/John$Knox$Press,$1994],$217).$“There$are$four$subsections$of$the$shemittah$law$in$Deut$15:the$law$itself$(v.$1),$an$explanation$of$the$law$(vv.$2G3),$a$portrait$of$the$ideal$upon$adherence$to$the$law$(vv.$4G6),$and$a$detail$of$how$to$act$in$following$the$law$(vv.$7G11).$Verse$11$is$almost$a$test$case$for$the$law:what$you$are$supposed$to$do$if$someone$needy$is$amongst$you.$Also,$the$passage$starts$and$finishes$with$the$poor—the$focus$of$the$passage”$(Jeffries$Hamilton,$“Haares$in$the$Shemitta$Law”,$Vetus'Testamentum'42.2$(1992),$214G222).$
11   According$to$the$Hebrew$and$Aramaic$Lexicon$of$the$Old$Testament. 





                                                                                                                                            16$ $“Thus$saith$the$LORD,$the$God$of$Israel:$‘I$made$a$covenant$with$your$fathers$in$the$day$that$I$brought$them$forth$out$of$the$land$of$Egypt,$out$of$the$house$of$bondage,$saying:$"At$the$end$of$seven$years$ye$shall$let$go$every$man$his$brother$that$is$a$Hebrew,$that$hath$been$sold$unto$thee,$and$hath$served$thee$six$years,$thou$shalt$let$him$go$free$from$thee";$but$your$fathers$hearkened$not$unto$Me,$neither$inclined$their$ear’"$(Jer$34:13G14).$17$$ $Michael$Coogan,$A'Brief'Introduction'to'the'Old'Testament:'The'Hebrew'Bible'in'Its'Context$(Oxford:$Oxford$University$Press,$2009),$149.$18$$ $Walter$Brueggemann,$A'Social'Reading'of'the'Old'Testament$(Minneapolis:$Fortress$Press,$1994),$60.$
19   Wafawanaka,$Am'I'Still'My'Brother’s'Keeper?,$11$





                                                21$ $Duchrow,$Alternatives'to'Global'Capitalism,$156G159.$













































































nashah$ BDB:$lend,$become$a$creditor$HALOT:$to$lend$ chreos$ LidellGScott:$debt,$that$which$one$needs$must$pay,$obligation$
‘ach$ BDB:$brother$ adelphos$ LouwGNida:$brother$or$fellow$believer$
ebyon51$ BDB:$in$want,$poor$$ endeēs$ LouwGNida:$poor$$ $ epideomeno$ LouwGNida:$lacking$$
nachalah$ BDB:$possession,$property,$inheritance$HALOT:$hereditary$possession,$heritage$
kataklēronomeō$ LidellGScott:$to$obtain$by$inheritance$LouwGNida:$make$someone$receive$a$valuable$$
barak$ BDB:$bless$ eulogeō$ LouwGNida:$to$bless,$praise,$act$kindly$toward$
mitzvah$ BDB:$commandment$ entolē$ LouwGNida:$commandment$
chet$ BDB:$sin$ hamartia$ LouwGNida:$failure,$fault,$sin$
ani$ BDB:$poor,$afflicted,$humble$ penēs$ LouwGNida:$needy$$Many$of$the$words$in$Figure$2$are$both$pietistic$and$economic;$they$comprise$commandment,$blessing,$God,$brother,$sin,$inheritance,$creditor,$loan,$needy,$poor,$possess,$release/remission.$The$instructions$include$making$a$release$of$debts$as$a$




























































































































































































                                                                                                                                            unnoticed!and!unrecognized!or!others!make!a!profit!from!the!poor’s!poverty!and!death.!This!is!where!liberative!readings!of!the!Bible!and!organized!poor!people!step!in.!Poor!people!assert!that!their!lives!are!worth!remembering;!they!assert!that!the!poor!Jesus’s!life!and!crucifixion!are!worth!remembering.!Picture!the!Homeless!stood!up!to!assert!that!God!is!present!with!the!hundreds!of!thousands!of!the!poor!buried!in!potter’s!field.!The!unnamed!woman!stood!up!to!assert!that!God!is!present!in!the!poor!Jesus!who!was!to!be!crucified.!!!
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institutions!who!are!complicit!in!the!poverty!and!death!of!the!poor!today;!they!connect!Pontius!Pilate,!the!governor!who!oversees!the!crucifixion!of!Jesus,!to!the!New!York!Police!Department,!the!Metropolitan!Transit!Authority,!the!Department!of!Corrections!who!are!responsible!for!depositing!the!bodies!of!the!poor!and!indigent!in!potter’s!field;!they!connect!Jesus’s!innocence!with!the!innocence!of!poor!people!dying!from!poverty!today;!they!critique!the!banks,!real!estate!companies,!multinational!corporations!and!even!charitable!organizations!for!making!their!profits!on!the!backs!of!the!poor!and!dispossessed.!The!process!of!making!and!giving!this!liturgy!was!the!beginning!of!Picture!the!Homeless’s!Potter’s!Field!Campaign.!In!2005,!Picture!the!Homeless!and!Interfaith!Friends!of!Potter’s!Field,!who!held!their!first!meeting!at!Union!Theological!Seminary,!hosted!by!the!Poverty!Initiative,!organized!and!won!the!right!to!hold!biNmonthly!observances.7!These!services!have!continued!biNmonthly!until!today,!with!Poverty!Initiative!leaders!participating!regularly.!!This!Potter’s!Field!Liturgy!developed!by!leaders!from!Picture!the!Homeless!and!the!Poverty!Initiative!is!yet!another!important!example!of!the!innovative!and!significant!impact!of!Poverty!Scholars!interpreting!the!Bible!and!then!using!these!interpretations!to!forge!transformative!campaigns!for!economic!rights.!!As!I!have!shown!in!this!dissertation,!organized!groupings!of!poor!people!in!the!United!States!and!across!the!globe!are!producing!liberative!biblical!studies!that!rethink!traditional!interpretations!and!demonstrate!that!movements!for!economic!justice!led!by!the!






to!end!poverty.!Preacher,!professor,!and!Poverty!Initiative!leader!Barbara!Lundblad!suggests!that!faith!is!key!to!this!endeavor:!a!belief!that!ending!poverty!is!possible,!an!understanding! that! this! is! what! God! requires,! and! a! conviction! that! this! is! how!Christians!must!act!out!their!commitment!to!Jesus.!!Do!we!need!more!statistics?!More!courage?!More! time! to!volunteer?!Perhaps!most! of! all! we! need!more! faith.! Jesus’! parable! [on! the! rich!man!and!Lazarus]!ends!with!these!ironic!words:!‘Abraham!said!to!the!rich!man,!‘If!they!do!not!listen!to!Moses!and!the!prophets,!neither!will!they!be!convinced!even!if!someone!rises!from!the!dead.’’!Someone!has!risen!from!the!dead.!What!more!do!we!need?8!!But!instead!of!developing!the!faith!that!ending!poverty!is!possible,!we!ignore!the!controversial,!revolutionary!nature!of!a!poor,!resurrected!Jesus!as!Lord!and!Savior,!who!challenges!the!wealthy,!immortalized!Caesar.!We!forget!that!Jesus’!Kingdom!is!about!economic!and!social!rights!in!the!here!and!now!and!that!the!messiah!Jesus!came!to!usher!in!this!reign.!The!good!news!of!the!Bible!has!been!reduced!to!an!individualized!acceptance!of!Jesus!Christ!as!a!Lord!and!Savior,!severed!from!his!mission!to!the!world.!We!deny!that!the!poor!are!at!the!center!of!God’s!concern,!ignoring!that!Jesus!was!a!leader!of!a!revolutionary!movement!of!the!poor!who!rather!than!mitigating!the!unfortunate,!inevitability!of!poverty,!called!for!a!movement!to!transform!heaven!and!earth.!!If!Matt!26:1N16!continues!to!be!interpreted!as!God!willing!poverty!and!the!only!solutions!on!offer!continue!to!be!charity,!if!our!religious!institutions!offer!BandNAid!help!and!superficial!solace!instead!of!social!transformation!with!the!poor!at!the!helm,!and!if!followers!of!Jesus!Christ!do!not!take!up!the!call!to!follow!Jesus!and!
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